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ABSTRACT
To minimize the cost of fixing bugs, they need to be iden-
tified as soon as possible. Testing the system is a means to
detect such defects. However, when all the tests are run, it
is often difficult to locate the precise error that causes a test
to fail. We propose to use change-oriented programming as
a means to detect bugs in a system while it is being devel-
oped. Not only may this technique assists in detecting bugs
sooner, it can also be used to provide the developer with
fine-grained information about the places in the program
and test code that relate to the defect. We believe that this
will decrease the probability of introducing bugs in a system
and speed up the detection of the bugs that do get in.

1. INTRODUCTION
Already in the 1980’s it was the goal of the Programmer’s
Apprentice project to provide every developer with an “ap-
prentice” to assist him with the mundane tasks of software
development [18] [19]. The apprentice is an intelligent com-
puter program that actively participates in the software en-
gineering process. The ultimate goal was to fully automate
the development of software. We are still very far from
achieving this and programming is still being done by hu-
man developers who are not flawless. As such, bugs in a
software system are still inevitable.

The relative cost of fixing mistakes increases in every phase
of the software engineering lifecycle [16]. It is therefore rec-
ommendable that we find defects in a system as soon as pos-
sible. Software testing is one way of doing this. If a problem
in the implementation is found in the testing phase, it still
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costs 10 times more to fix than if it had already been found
in the implementation phase itself [15]. Some industrial soft-
ware companies run their entire test suite every night. Yet
this still imposes a problem. As an entire day of develop-
ment has a large impact on the software system, it is usually
difficult to find the actual defect that causes a failing test.

In this paper, we introduce a technique to detect mistakes
in the program code while it is being developed. The tech-
nique is based on change-oriented programming (ChOP); a
programming style that centralizes change as the main devel-
opment entity. Each time we perform a small set of changes,
the test suite is run to verify that we have not introduced
any defects in the system. Should any of the tests fail, we
are still aware of what changes we introduced to produce
this fault. Our technique is also capable of providing the
developer with fine-grained information on which places in
the program code (this is the source code that implements
the functionality of the system) and test code (this is the
source code that implements the tests) are related to the
failing test. We assume that this will imply a significant
decrease in the cost of finding and fixing the defect.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We start by
introducing ChOP in Section 2 followed by an explanation
of unit testing and what this looks like when developed in a
change-based way (Section 3). Next, we discuss the different
dependencies between changes (Section 4) and explain how
they can be used to debug the system as it is being developed
(Section 5). Afterwards, we show how these dependencies
can also be used to optimize our approach (Section 6). We
conclude with an overview of the related work (Section 7),
the future work (Section 8) and a summary of the paper
(Section 9).

2. CHANGE-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
We first introduced change-oriented programming (ChOP)
in [10]. ChOP is a style of programming that centralizes
change. In order to create a piece of software in ChOP, a
programmer does not need to write large streams of source
code, but rather uses the integrated development environ-
ment (IDE) to apply changes to his source code.

Most mainstream IDE’s already partially support ChOP. An
example of this support can be found in the creation of a
new class in the Eclipse IDE, where the programmer can cre-
ate a class by right-clicking a package in order to add a new



class to that package. The IDE then provides the necessary
dialogs to interact with the programmer in order to obtain
all parameters of the class. Finally, it is the IDE that pro-
duces the source code of the newly created class and that
inserts this code in the correct locations. Another exam-
ple is the refactoring1 support of the VisualWorks IDE [4].
When a programmer decides to pull up a method (move it
to the superclass), he right-clicks the method and selects the
“pull-up” menu item after which the IDE performs the ac-
tual modifications to the source code in order to execute the
method pull up.

The idea of ChOP is that the entire software system is de-
veloped as illustrated above: by making the IDE execute
changes. We believe, however, that pure ChOP is unrealis-
tic as it is unlikely that a programmer will actually execute a
dialog for every fine-grained modification (such as the addi-
tion of a statement to a method body). Therefore, we have
proposed a logging technique which can be used to watch
over the developer when taking development or evolution
actions. For that, the IDE is instrumented with a logging
mechanism responsible to instantiate change objects that
represent all the actions the developers take. The advan-
tage of the logging approach is that it seems more realistic
than pure ChOP, as it does not require an adaptation of the
development process. A drawback might involve privacy is-
sues, as the programmers are required to allow“Big Brother”
to watch them develop software.

class Buffer { 
   int buf = 0; 
   int get() { 
      return( buf ); 
   }
   void set( int x ) { 
      buf = x; 
   } 
}
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class Buffer { 
   int buf = 0; 
   int back = 0;
   int get() {
      return( buf ); 
   } 
   void set( int x ) { 
      back = buf;  
      buf = x;
   } 
   void restore() {
      buf = back;
   }
}
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class Buffer { 
   int buf = 0; 
   int back = 0;
   int get() {
      logit();
      return( buf ); 
   } 
   void set( int x ) {
      logit();
      back = buf; 
      buf = x;
   } 
   void restore() {
      logit();
      buf = back;
   }
   void logit() {
      print(back);
      print(buf);
   }
}
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class Buffer { 
   int buf = 0; 
   Stack back = Stack new();
   int get() {
      logit();
      return( buf ); 
   } 
   void set( int x ) {
      logit();
      back.push(x);  
      buf = x;
   }
   void restore() {
      logit();
      buf = back.pop();
   }
   void logit() {
      print(back.top());
      print(buf);
   }
}
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Figure 1: Buffer: source code (left), change objects
(right)

Figure 1 shows both the source code (on the left) and the
changes (on the right) of a Buffer. In order to obtain the
changes, the developer does not need to alter his develop-
ment process. He just writes source code as he is used to.
Behind the scenes, the logger instantiates the change objects
and preserves the link between every piece of code and the
change objects that were involved in the creation of that
piece of code. In Figure 1, this link is made explicit by an-
notations in the source code that refer to the change objects.
Every change object is identified by a unique number: B1 is
a change that adds a class Buffer, B4 is a change that adds
an access of the instance variable buf.

In ChOP, every change has a set of preconditions that should
be satisfied before it may be applied. Such preconditions
are related to system invariants imposed by the program-
ming language (usually defined by the meta-model of the

1In software engineering, refactoring source code means im-
proving it without changing its overall results, and is some-
times informally referred to as “cleaning it up” [11].

language). For example, methods can only be added to ex-
isting classes. Preconditions enable expressing dependency
relationships between changes. In the above example, for
instance, the change that adds the method get() to the
Buffer class depends on the change that adds the Buffer

class to the system, as the latter creates the container to
which the former adds.

More generally, a change object c1 is said to depend on an-
other change object c2 (c1 → c2) if the application of c1

without c2 would violate the system invariants. We come
back to the dependencies in Section 4.

3. UNIT TESTING AND CHOP
In order to minimize the presence of defects in a software
system, it needs to be tested. Testing uses a combination
of input and state to execute the program code in order
to reveal the presence of bugs in a system [3]. Unit Test-
ing is a testing method in which a programmer tests the
individual building blocks (units) of the program code. In
object-oriented programming, unit testing is typically used
to test individual classes.

A popular way of implementing unit tests is by using one of
the frameworks collectively known as xUnit [12, Chapter 3].
These frameworks have a common design based on the one
by Kent Beck for his implementation of SUnit, the unit test-
ing framework for Smalltalk [2]. Since then, SUnit has been
ported to several programming languages (e.g., JUnit for
Java or CppUnit for C++). An xUnit framework imple-
ments the four phases of a test execution:

1. Set up – Setting up the test.
2. Exercise – Interact with the unit under test.
3. Verify – Determine whether the outcome is as expected.
4. Tear down – Tear down the test to return to the orig-

inal state.

These phases are typically implemented in three methods: a
setup method that handles the first phase, a test method to
handle the second and third phases and a teardown method
to handle the last phase. It is the task of the test developer
to implement these methods whereas the xUnit framework
makes sure that these methods are executed in the right
order. One can write several test methods in a test. Each
of these test methods will then be executed separately every
time preceded by a call to the setup method and followed
by a call to the teardown method.

The tests written for an xUnit framework are usually written
in the same programming language as the units under test
(e.g. a test in the JUnit framework is written in Java and
is capable of testing Java code). As such, both the changes
required for creating a test and the changes used for writing
the program code, adhere to the same meta-model. We can
therefore use the same logging technique as proposed in Sec-
tion 2 to watch over the developer when he is writing test
cases.

Figure 2 presents the test code of the Buffer from Figure 1.
The corresponding changes produced by the logger are de-
picted in Figure 3. The link between changes and source



class BufferTest extends TestCase { 
   Buffer buffer;
   void setUp(){
           buffer = new Buffer();
   }
   void tearDown(){}
   void testGet(){
           buffer.buf = 1337;
           assertEquals(buffer.get(), 1337);
   }
   void testSet(){
           buffer.set(7331);
           assertEquals(buffer.buf, 7331);
   }
}
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Figure 2: Annotated source code of BufferTest.
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Figure 3: Changes required to create BufferTest.

code are made explicit by the logger in terms of code an-
notations. For simplicity’s sake we opted not to annotate
the setUp() and tearDown() methods. The changes for the
BufferTest are identified by the unique numbers T1 - T14:
T1 is the change that adds the test class BufferTest; T2 is
the change that adds the buffer attribute; T3 and T9 are
the changes that add a method to test the methods get()

and set() of the class Buffer; T4, T7, T10 and T13 are
the changes that add an access to the buffer attribute; T5
and T14 are the changes that add an access to buf; T6 and
T12 are the changes that add an invocation to the assertE-

quals()2 method; and T8 and T11 are the changes that add
a method invocation to respectively the methods get() and
set() of the class Buffer.

4. DEPENDENCIES
In previous work, we distinguished between different kinds of
dependencies that exist between change objects [9]. Struc-
tural dependencies are implied by the meta-model and can
consequently be logged automatically when the changes are
instantiated. Semantical dependencies can only be derived
from semantical information. This consists of programming

2The assertEquals method verifies that its two parameters
are equal in value. If they are not, the test fails.

and domain knowledge. In Figure 1, there are several struc-
tural dependencies: B4 depends on the change that adds the
method get (B3) and on the change that adds the instance
variable buf that it accesses (B2). The figure, however, does
not contain any semantical dependency.

For the purpose of this paper, we focus on one particular
kind of structural dependencies: hierarchical dependencies
(denoted by the full arrows in Figures 1 and 3). A change
c1 is said to hierarchically depend on a change c2 if the sub-
ject of c1 is contained by the subject of c2. The subject of
a change is a building block of the programming language
used to develop the software system. That language is spec-
ified by a meta-model describing the building blocks and
the relations between them. One of those relations is the
containment (e.g., “a class contains a method” or a “method
contains a statement”).

Consider for instance B3 from Figure 1. It adds a method
get() to the class Buffer that was added by B1. As the
get() method is contained by the Buffer class, B3 is said to
hierarchically depend on B1. We denote the non-hierarchical
dependencies by the dashed arrows in Figures 1 and 3.

The dependencies between change objects incorporate a link
between the program code and the test code. For instance,
the annotations within the source code allow us to auto-
matically derive that the testSet() test is related to the
set() method and vice versa. Concretely, we know that T11
(the change that adds an invocation of the set() method in
testSet()) depends on B5 (the change that adds the set()

method to the Buffer). We also know that T11 hierarchi-
cally depends on T10 (the change that adds an access of
buffer) and that T10 hierarchically depends on T9 (the
change that adds the testSet() method). This data allows
us to establish a relation between the set() method and the
testSet() test.

In general, a test is related to a software building block (i.e.
classes, methods, instance variables) if at least one of the
changes that were performed to create the test depends on
the change creating the building block. We will come back
to the dependencies in Section 6 in which we will exploit
them for optimization purposes. But first, we explain how
we envision pro-active debugging by means of the change
objects.

5. PRO-ACTIVE DEBUGGING
The idea behind pro-active debugging is to retrieve bugs
as soon as they are inserted in the software system. We
are aware that avoiding all bugs in a pro-active way is a
utopia. Nevertheless, in this paper we strive towards this by
detecting some avoidable bugs in a pro-active way. The main
idea behind our technique is to run all the relevant tests,
whenever a small set of changes are applied to the software
system. In order to demonstrate how ChOP can assist in
doing that, we go back to the Buffer from Figure 1 and
its corresponding tests from Figure 2. Consider that, due to
changing requirements, the buffer needs to be extended with
an undo functionality, which should allow a buffer user to
undo the effect of a set() method, and consequently take the
buffer back to its previous value. In order to implement this
requirement, the developer adapts the buffer and obtains the



version in Figure 4.

class Buffer { 
   int buf = 0; 
   int back = 0;
   int get() {
           return( buf ); 
   } 
   void set( int x ) {
           buf = x;
   } 
   void restore() {
           set(back);
   }
  }

R2

R3

R1

R4

R1
R2

Restore

B1

B5

R3
R4

Figure 4: Restore: source code (left), change objects
(right)

Every time a set of changes related to the implementation of
the undo (e.g., {R1}, {R2} and {R3, R4}) is produced, the
existing tests (from Figure 2) are executed. None of them
fails at any point. As the buffer was extended with a new
method, however, the test set has to be adapted accordingly:
It has to be extended with a testRestore() test, which
tests the restore() method. It verifies that when calling
the restore() method after the set() method, the value
of buf is changed to the value that it was originally (see
Figure 5 for the code and Figure 6 for the changes).

Some programming styles claim that the tests should be
written before the program itself [1]. This does not pose a
conceptual problem for our approach, but still requires an
adaptation on the implementation level.

class BufferTest extends TestCase { 
   Buffer buffer;
   void setUp(){
           buffer = new Buffer();
   }
   void tearDown(){}
   void testGet(){
           buffer.buf = 1337;
           assertEquals(buffer.get(), 1337);
   }
   void testSet(){
           buffer.set(7331);
           assertEquals(buffer.buf, 7331);
   }
   void testRestore(){
           buffer.buf= 1337;
           buffer.set(1338);
           buffer.restore();
           assertEquals(buffer.buf, 1337);
   }
}

S1
S2 S3

S5S4
S6 S7

S8 S9 S10

Figure 5: Annotated source code for the testRestore
method.
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Figure 6: Changes required to create the testRe-
store method.

While implementing a test in a ChOP way, the tests are
executed as well. Consequently, upon the application of
{S8, S9, S10} (the last set of changes changes for the testRe-
store()), the tests are also executed. At that point, the
testRestore() fails, as the implemented behavior of the
restore() does not correspond to the desired behavior: In-
stead of restoring the attribute buf to its original value, it is
set to 0. Thanks to the dependencies between the changes
related to the failing test and the changes related to the pro-
gram code, we can point the developer to both the source
code of the failing test and the program code related to that
test. This is interesting, as a failing test might be caused by
a defect within the program code or the test code.

Let us go back to the buffer example, and demonstrate
how we find the interesting “spots” in both the test code
and the program code upon the failing testRestore(). We
start of from the annotated source code of the failing test
and find all the changes related to the implementation of
that test {S1, S2, S3, ..., S10}. We can find these as the
annotations are explicitly kept in the source code. After-
wards, we use the dependencies to establish the transitive
closure of all changes on which the changes in this set de-
pend. In the buffer case, this process results in the set
{S1, S2, S3, ..., S10, T1, T2, B2, B5, R2, B1}. The spots in
the source code that relate to these changes are the possible
targets for fixing the failing test. In our case we find that the
failing test is related to the methods set() (which is created
by B5), restore() (which is created by R2) and testRe-

store() (created by S1). We can therefore deduce that the
bug that causes the test to fail is probably located in one of
these methods. By adding a statement to the set() method,
we fix our mistake and obtain the version in Figure 7. Upon
the execution of R6, the test suite is executed again and all
tests pass.

There are two advantages brought along by our approach.
First, there is the time at which we can detect a bug. Run-
ning the tests (in the background) after the application of
a small set of changes allows us to notify the developer of a
failing test while he is coding. At that moment, the devel-



class Buffer { 
   int buf = 0; 
   int back = 0;
   int get() {
           return( buf ); 
   } 
   void set( int x ) {
           back = buf; 
           buf = x;
   } 
   void restore() {
           set(back);
   }
  }

R2

R1

R3 R4

R5 R6 R1

Restore

B1

B2B5

R3
R4

B5

R5

R6

R2

Figure 7: Corrected version of restore feature:
source code (left), change objects (right)

oper is still in the right frame of mind, knows where he is
programming and why he is programming that code. Sec-
ond, there is the fine-grained information we can provide
upon the failure of a test. This information (which is based
on the fine-grained change objects and the dependencies be-
tween them) might unveil non-trivial relations within the
program and test code, which can be used to detect the
most interesting spots in both the test and program code
for locating the bug. Both advantages relate to the detec-
tion of bugs, which we believe to be speeded up significantly
thanks to our approach.

A disadvantage of this approach relates to the scalability. As
the test suites and program code grow bigger, it becomes an
intensive task to run all tests for every modification of the
code. In order to overcome this problem, we now propose a
way to optimize our pro-active debugging process.

6. OPTIMIZATION
The execution of the entire test suite upon the application
of a simple set of changes might come with an unacceptable
overhead (especially when the change sets and the test suites
get bigger). In order to avoid such overhead, we propose to
run only the relevant tests (= the tests that relate to the
recent changes) instead of all of them. We can use the de-
pendencies that exist between the change objects to retrieve
all those tests. In the buffer example for instance, the R6
change of Figure 7 does not require the testGet() test to
be re-evaluated. In general, we can say that we only require
the tests to be evaluated that were affected by a change that
depends on the building block that is affected by the applied
changes.

To calculate which tests need to be run, we execute the
following steps:

Step 1. Calculate the transitive closure of the changes on
which the last applied changes hierarchically de-
pend.

Step 2. Of this set, take the changes that added a method.

Step 3. Look for the changes that non-hierarchically depend
on these changes.

Step 4. Calculate the transitive closure of the changes on
which these changes hierarchically depend.

Step 5. For each change that adds a test method, add this
test to those that need to be run.

Step 6. For each change that adds a method that is not a
test, repeat Step 3. through Step 6.

In the buffer example, this principle boils down to the eval-
uation of the testRestore() and testSet() tests when the
changes R5 and R6 are applied. First we calculate the tran-
sitive closure of the changes on which R5 and R6 depend
and obtain {R5, R6, B5, B1} (Step 1). The change B5 is
the change that added the set() method (Step 2). For this
change we look for the changes that non-hierarchically de-
pend on it, by following the dashed lines “in the opposite
direction”. We find that the changes T11, S5 and R3 de-
pend on B5 (Step 3). Next we calculate the transitive clo-
sure of the changes on which this set of changes depends
and obtain {T11, T10, T9, T1, S5, S4, S1, R3, R2, B1} (Step
4). In this set we have three changes that add a method: T9
adds the method testSet(), S1 adds the method testRe-

store() and R2 adds the method restore(). Thus we
have found that we need to run the testSet() and testRe-

store() tests (Step 5). The algorithm however is not fin-
ished as we need to redo steps 3 to 6 for R2, the change that
added the restore() method. We find that the change that
adds an invocation to this method is S7 (Step 3). When
we look for the changes on which S7 depends we find the
set {S7, S6, S1, T1} (Step 4). In this set there is only one
change that added a method: S1, which is the change that
added the testRestore() method. We find that the testRe-
store() test needs to be run.

This process follows a linear algorithm for retrieving the
relevant tests, which takes longer if the change set grows.
The detection process, however, supposedly takes less time
than the time needed to actually run the non-relevant tests.
We expect this profit to increase for growing change sets.

7. RELATED WORK
This work relates to several fields in the software develop-
ment research domain: software testing, change reification,
development assistance and debugging. While the former
two fields incorporate technologies on which our approach
is based, the latter two present related approaches that aim
for improving the quality of the software. In this section, we
explain the state-of-the-art in those fields and relate it with
our work.

Software testing is the process of validating and verifying
that a software program works as expected. We use software
testing in order to detect defects (bugs) in the software [5].
More specifically, we use a unit testing technique [2], in
which every test verifies the functionality of a small par-
ticle of the software. Most main-stream programming lan-
guages and IDEs have a corresponding unit testing frame-
work which allows to apply unit testing.

Another testing technique that aims at pro-active debugging
is that of regression testing. The goal of regression testing



is to validate that recently applied modifications did not in-
troduce new errors in code that has previously been tested.
As such it provides confidence that the modifications are
correct [3, Chapter 15]. Running all regression tests can be
a time-consuming process, therefore techniques have been
proposed to select only the relevant tests as a way to reduce
the run-time. These techniques are related to our optimiza-
tion in Section 6. Especially“Retest Within Firewall”, which
selects the tests to run by analyzing dependencies between
parts of the system.

The idea of running the tests in the background while cod-
ing the system was previously proposed by Saff and Ernst
in [?]. They developed a framework for continuous testing
in Eclipse which uses the excess cycles of a developers work-
station to run regression tests in the background every time
a developer saves his changes. While similar on first sight,
their approach is conceptually different from our approach
as we test the software incrementally (upon the application
of a change), while in their approach, the software is tested
in snapshots (when the adapted source code is saved).

Another technology on which our approach is based, is the
reification of change into first-class objects. Other uses for
such reification has already been pointed out by other re-
searchers. In [20] Robbes shows that the information from
the change objects provides a lot more information about the
evolution of a software system than the central code repos-
itories. They later used this approach to detect the logical
coupling between program entities [21]. In [7] Denker shows
that first-class changes can be used to define a scope for
dynamic execution and that they can consequently be used
to adapt running software systems. In this section, we first
explain a model of first-class changes and then show how to
specify and compose features as sets of first-class changes.
Both change models of Robbes and Denker are similar to our
model. Our model, however, incorporates changes within
the statement level, while that level is not supported by
those models. This level of granularity is required, as it
provides the detailed information we use to relate tests to
source code and vice versa.

Our approach provides development assistance by revealing
related parts of the software that are non-trivial to retrieve.
Other approaches exist that have the same purpose. For in-
stance Zimmermann et al. mine the version repositories of
a system to suggest which parts of the code to adapt when
similar modifications are applied (i.e., When files a,b, and
c are often revised together, adapting files a and c might
suggest that a modification to file b is also necessary.) [22].
The TeamTracks tool by DeLine et al. is another tool that
tries to unveil hidden relations within the software build-
ing blocks. It tracks a programmer’s navigation path on a
system in order to suggest to other developers which parts
of the program may be of interest based on their own nav-
igation path [6]. Our approach seems complementary to
both approaches. The comparison of Rastkar and Murphy
already shows that there is no direct relationship between
both, suggesting that they capture different aspects of un-
veiling hidden relations [17].

Our pro-active debugging technique is related to other ap-
proaches that target the debugging of software systems, such

as omniscient debugging, query-based debugging, delta de-
bugging and rewind-based debugging. Omniscient debuggers
make it possible to navigate backwards in time in a program
execution trace, targeting the task of debugging complex ap-
plications [13]. Query-based debugging consists of identify-
ing events that match a query expressed in some high-level
language [14]. Delta debugging is used to find the cause of
a regression fault by looking at the differences between the
old and the new code [?]. Rewind-based debugging can be
achieved by taking the program back to a version which did
not include the concerned bug. All four techniques seem
to be usable in combination with our technique as they all
target different facets of the debugging process.

8. FUTURE WORK
The approach presented in this paper is not implemented
yet. Consequently, as a first track of future work, we envision
the implementation of a proof-of-concept implementation,
which supports our approach. This implementation will be
based on a combination of sUnit and ChEOPS (Change and
Evolution Oriented Programming Support). sUnit is a unit
testing framework for Smalltalk, which is incorporated in
the VisualWorks for Smalltalk development environment.
ChEOPS is a tool that supports ChOP within the same de-
velopment environment. Moreover, it provides the logging
capabilities which we require and produces fine-grained first-
class change objects that represent the development actions
taken by the developer [8].

Once an implementation is available, we can start the eval-
uation of our approach. The first step in the evaluation
consists in finding out whether or not the overhead for run-
ning the tests every time a set of changes are applied is ac-
ceptable. If that is not the case, we plan to implement the
optimization sketched in Section 6. Afterwards, we need to
evaluate that the optimization does not rule out relevant
tests in practice, that the speed gain is worthwhile and that
it makes the approach “workable”.

The third track of future work consists in setting up a con-
trolled experiment in which we test how our approach be-
haves in practice. What we want to know is whether or
not the developers experience the development assistance
we provide as useful. We envision an empirical study in
which we have two groups of developers (all computer sci-
ence students with the same formation) which have to evolve
a software system that contains some bugs. While one group
may use our approach throughout the development process,
the second group may not. A comparison of the quality of
the resulting software and the time used to obtain it, will an-
swer questions related to the benefits of our approach with
respect to software quality and development speed respec-
tively.

A final track of future works consists of comparing and com-
bining our approach to and with other related approaches
that provide development assistance. We strongly believe
that a combination of our approach with rewind-based de-
bugging seems promising. The symbiosis between the change
objects and the undo mechanism brings along a very fine
level of granularity of rewind steps: The changes can be un-
done one by one until a version is obtained that does not
include the bug. We expect this to speed up the retrieval of



the development action that introduced the bug.

9. CONCLUSIONS
The sooner a bug is detected, the better. Software testing
is a technique that is used to speed up bug detection, and
consequently lower the costs of fixing bugs. When all the
tests are run, however, it is often difficult to locate the pre-
cise error that causes a test to fail. In this paper, we outline
a technique that uses software testing to warn the software
developer upon the introduction of a bug in the software sys-
tem. It allows what we call pro-active debugging : detecting
a bug before it actually becomes apparent in the program
code. Pro-active debugging aims at minimizing the presence
of bugs at a very early stage in the development process.

Our technique is based on change-oriented programming
(ChOP): a programming paradigm that centralizes change
as the main development entity. In ChOP a programmer
does not need to write large streams of source code, but
rather uses the integrated development environment to ap-
ply changes to his source code. Upon the application of a
small set of changes, we propose to run the tests of a test
suite. A failing test is an indication that the just-applied
changes are causing a bug. As this technique allows us to
notify the developer right away when a development action
makes a test fail, we expect it to (a) decrease the probability
of introducing bugs and (b) increase the speed of detecting
bugs.

In this paper, we sketch how we plan to implement pro-active
debugging and present a possible optimization technique
which avoids the execution of non-relevant tests. These tests
can be filtered away by using the dependencies between the
change objects that were applied for obtaining the program
code and the change objects that were applied for obtaining
the test code. The same dependencies also allow us to pro-
vide the developer with fine-grained information about the
interesting spots in both the program and test code that are
related to a failing test.
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